


Zav is derived from a Sanskrit word meaning 

Alter, change or transform 

We live in an age where the acquisition and 

presentation of new knowledge and 

presentation is astonishing 

As we cannot afford to be static in a fast 

running environment, we need a platform like 

Zav Foundation to widen up our boundaries 

and unleash our potential 

What is ZAV ?
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OUR VISION 

 

LIVE-GROW-

CHANGE-

CREATE 

We dream of a new society where

people live in harmony, where

there is complete freedom for the

growth of an individual, where

each person accepts the other as

they are, with the right attitude. 

We visualize a place where people

value peace, love, truth, and

equality through self-change and

then social change. This is our

future. 
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OUR MISSION

A young and resilient India poised for higher missions  and

undeterred excellence 

To create an India full of young people who are liberated

from weaknesses that are personal and inter-personal; young

people who are geared up to take on the future with skills

that are honed in a way that brings both personal and social

change. 
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Belief in Self and Others - each person has a spark of the 

supreme

Belief in Society - Society is a reflection of personal 

character

Belief in Being there - for Self, others and do so willingly

Belief in a Right Attitude - towards self, life, work and 

fellowmen

Belief in Collective Action - that together is the right way

OUR VALUE 

HIERARCHY
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OUR INITIATIVES: 

NEEV- Knowledge Sharing Initiative (School Students)

Prayati- Health & Hygiene Initiative (Everyone)

Koushalya- Skill Development Initiative (Unemployed, 

Unskilled, Illiterate)

YouReka- Youth Leadership Initiative (Young Adults/ 

College Students)

ReGuru-Teacher Development Initiative (Teaching 

Fraternity)
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A mobile library of books that provides the

underprivileged a hatch to transcend into a

colourful world through the black and white

pages  

Started by young working professionals

Books include General Knowledge, Encyclopedias,

Comics, Novels and Famous Autobiographies in

both Kannada and English 

The initiative was started with the objective of

inculcating reading habits across cities in India

JNANA VAHINI
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HOW DID IT START?
Jnana Vahini was conceptualized when a few 

humble citizens like Mr. Ravi and Mrs, Padmasini 

from Bangalore gifted an Omni car to Zav 

Foundation 

They were impressed by the work Zav had shown 

towards helping the kids of poor societies 

Zav had recognized the potential that the kids 

possessed and how a nudge in the right direction 

today could transform our societies of tomorrow 

Using the collection of donated books, the Omni 

was used as a mobile library for grades 6th to 8th 

in Government Schools 
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To inculcate the habit of reading among Children

To provide uniform quality of education to

innocent learners

To initiate the process of self learning at a vibrant

young age

To expand horizons beyond class room education

To empower the youth for tomorrow by imbibing

the knowledge today 

WHY JNANA

VAHINI?
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Government 

School, 

Kathriguppe

Governement 

 School, 

Kadrenalli

Government 

School, 

Hoskerhalli

Government 

School, 

Ittumadu

Our Presence

Currenlty present in 4 Government Schools 

Has gained considerable media traction by featuring in the 

likes of The Hindu, Rajasthan Patrika, Dheer and TOI
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OUR BUDGET
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HOW CAN YOU

HELP US?

You can donate in the form of your Time, Donations, 

Books, etc  

Can volunteer to drive and spend 3 hours on a 

Saturday 

Can help students with potential to grow by 

encouraging the habit of reading  

Can reach more than 4 schools a day with only your 

help and sponsorship 
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THANK YOU! 

Aman Jain - 9008866556 
Gopalan Residency Bhuvaneshwarinagar,
C1101. #1, 10th Main Rd, Kempapura
Agrahara,Karnataka, Bengaluru- 560023 
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